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ABSTRACT

Analysis of Optical Collimating Systems
for Use in High-Energy
Atomic-Beam Spectroscopy Experiments

George Stewart Bakken

I have examined the optical and spectroscopic difficul¬
ties inherent in high-energy atomic-beam spectroscopy exper¬
iments o

The Doppler effects which result from the high vel¬

ocity of the beams severely limit the intensity and resolu¬
tion obtainable in spectroscopic studies of the beams.

I

analyse two possible configurations for collection of light
from the beams; the first has the optic axis of the spectro¬
graph at 90° to the beam; the second has the optic axis of
the spectrograph colinear with the beam direction.

The sec¬

ond configuration can lead to greatly enhanced intensity, at
a given resolution, over that obtainable with the first.
discuss the experimental verification of the analysis.

I
Ap¬

pendices compare these configurations with another proposed
system, and discuss special problems associated with the vac¬
uum ultraviolet.
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I. Introductiono

For many years the field of classical atomic spectros¬
copy stagnated due to a lack of new source techniques -

The

ionic states accessible in conventional arc and spark sources
were well known, while the entire range of ionization states
above 4 or 5 were almost unknown except for the brilliant
work of Edlln1, who was able to examine some links in states
up to Cu XIX.
Some recent progress has been made by the Swedish group
at Lund

0

using

9 -pinch and similar plasma techniques, who

have observed lines in 0 VI, Ne VII, and N VI.

The limita¬

tions of this approach were not discussed in any detail, but
long exposure times (l 1/2 hours), impurity lines (eg Cu II)
and overlapping lines due to the presence of several ioniza¬
tion states were mentioned.

Further, charge state and ele¬

ment assignments were made by comparing the spectra made
with different gases and source conditions.

This procedure

is tedious and requires careful attention to avoid different
contaminants in the source gas and to ensure repeatible dis¬
charge conditions if good results are to be obtained.
1 B. Edlln, "Nal-ahnliche Spektren der Blemente Kali urn
bis Kupfer, KIX - Cu XIX" Zeitschrift fur Physik, 100, 621,
(1963).
2 K. Bockasten, R. Hallin, K.B. Johansson, P, Tsui,
"New Lines of Multiply Ionized Oxygen and Nitrogen," Physics
Letters, 8, l8l, (1964).
3 K. Bockasten, R. Hallin, T.P. Hughes, "The Spectra
of Highly Ionised Light Elements in a Plasma," Proceedings
of the Physical Society (London), 8l, 522, (1963).
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A variation on this procedure has been reported by
Fawcett and Irons^ wh©; used-*

a giant ruby laser to vaporize

and ionize a fiber of the material under study.
A general revival of interest in atomic spectroscopy
has resulted from the successful employment of a high velo¬
city (10® to l09 cm/sec) beam of ions from a Van de Graaff
type accelerator as a source.

c ■

6

Kay-' and Bashkin

employed

similar techniques where a beam of ions with an energy of a
few MeV was incident on a thin (lOyu gm/cm^) carbon foil.
The ions were excited by their passage through the foil and
emitted optical radiation as they continued'downstream of the
foil.

This 'procedure has many important advantages.

First,

the atomic composition of the beam can be established with
isotopic purity by using the magnetic analyzer usually asso¬
ciated with the accelerator.

Second, the foil has been ob-?

served to produce very few (often only 2 or 3) charge states,
and all possible states in elements at least as far as com¬
pletely ionized neon.^

These factors facilitate the assign¬

ment of lines to the proper charge state and atom, as well
as the production of highly ionized states.

The nature

4 B.C. Fawcett, T.E. Irons, "Helium-Like Spectra of
Carbon, Nitrogen and Neon," Proceedings of the Physical
Society (London), 8£, IO63.
5 L. Ray, "A Van de Graaff Beam as a Source of Atomic
Emission Spectra," Physics Letters, 5., 36, (1963).
6 S. Bashkin, A.B. Meinel, P.R. Malmberg, ’S.G. Tilford,
"Optical Atomic Spectrqscopy with a Van de Graaff Accelera¬
tor," Physics Letters, 10., 63 (1964).
7 HoH. Heckman, E.L. Hubbard, W.G. Simon, "Electronic
Charge Distributions for Heavy Ions at High Velocities,"
Physical Review, 129» 1240 (1963)0
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of the beam permits the use of special techniques to further
simplify this assignment.

Malmberg® has successfully em¬

ployed electrostatic separation of the charge states before
examining the beam spectroscopically.

Also it has been sug¬

gested 9 that a more accurate assignment of lines to charge
states could be made by employing a coincidence counter to
register the simultaneous arrival of a photon in the photo¬
multiplier (using pulse height analysis to separate photons
from dark noise) and a particle
states.

in the corresponding charge

The analyzing field may then be placed downstream

from the region of observation.

In this way one may study

very short-lived states, and also eliminate the Stark and
Zeeman effects associated with a strong electromagnetic field
in the region of observation.

Another advantage of the Van

de Graaff source is that the point of excitation is well de¬
fined in both space and time.

This facilitates lifetime de¬

terminations by time-of-flight techniques.10,11,12
technique has been employed using gas targets.1^

A similar
The solid

8: P.R. lalmfeerg, S. Bashkin, S.G. Tilford, "Definitive
Determination of the Ionisation Stage for Spectral Lines,"
Physical Review Letters * 15, (1965)0
9
G0D0 Phillips, Private
10 A.So Goodman and D.J. Donahue, "Mean Lives of Some
States in Atomic Hydrogen," The Physical Review. l4l, 1 (1966).
11 W.So Bickel and A.S. Goodman, i5Mean Lives of the 2p
and 3p, Levels in Atomic Hydrogen," The Physical Review, 148,

1 (1966).

12 J.A. Jordan, Jr., G.S. Bakken, R.E. Yager, "Radiative
Lifetimes of Excited States in Hell," Journal of the Optical
Society of America, 57, 530 (1967).
13 R.H. Hughes, H.R. Dawson, B.M. Doughry, "Measurement
of the Lifetimes of the n=3 States of H by Electron Capture
during Fast H+ Impact on Gases," Journal of the Optical
Society of America, 56, S30 (1966)0
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foil technique has the advantage of a more sharply defined
point of excitation and also appears more effective in gen¬
erating highly ionized states,^

Another, similar, technique
15
was used successfully as early as 1919 by Wien.
The various applications for studies of highly ionized
atoms have been detailed in review papers by Bashkin^ and
by Jordan.^

Among the applications noted are the verifica¬

tion of theoretical structure calculations of energy levels
and lifetimes for the various isoelectronic sequences.

The

identification of the numerous unidentified lines observed in
stellar spectra is another.

Lifetime measurements will as¬

sist the determination of the relative abundance of elements
in a star, including the sun.

Further, it is suggested that

the Van de Graaff approach is particularly applicable to the
complex spectra of the rare earth elements.
The high velocity beam/solid foil technique is not with¬
out disadvantages.

The high velocity of the beam produces

spectacular Doppler effects which seriously affect resolution.
Further the radiation from the beam is weak. °

The result of

14 E. Alqvist, C. Broude, M.A. Clark, J.A. Kuchner,
A.E. Either land, ’’Atomic Charge States in Carbon of 10 to 40
MeV Ions; Application to Tandem Accelerators,” Canadian
Journal of Physics, 40, 954 (1964).
15 W. Wien, ”Uber Messungen der Leuchtdauer der Atom und
der Dampfung der Spectrallinien,” Annalen der Phvsik, 60, 597
(1919).
“
16 S. Bashkin, “Optical Spectroscopy with Van de Graaff
AcceleratorsNuclear Instrumentation and Methods, 28, 88 (1964).
17 J.A. Jordan, JrT, ^igh Energy Atomic''Beam Research
at Rice University,”
(unpublished), 1966.
18 In the absence of cross sections for the excitation
of atomic levels above the ground state (another topic for
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the combined effects is a serious limit on the available flux.
This limitation is not easily overcome; the usable ion cur¬
rent from the accelerator is limited to a few microamps in
most cases, and greater currents, when available, quickly des¬
troy the thin foil.

Fast spectrograph and collimator systems

are helpful, but are severly limited by Doppler effects which
degrade both resolution and plate illuminance.

Only image

tubes have been an unmixed success.^
This thesis then addresses itself to the analysis of
these limitations on signal strength and resolution, and the
proposal of some procedures to minimize them, in survey work'
of moderate (l;10^ to IslO^) resolution.
The problems of intensity and resolution are intimately
intertwined by the Doppler effects resulting from the rela¬
tivistic beam velocities.

This interrrelation is the crux of

the problem, and is best illustrated by considereing the sim¬
ple collimating system frequently employed in Van de Graaff
Spectroscopy, and diagrammed in Figure 1.

The beam and the

spectrograph slit are parallel and lie in the y-z plane.

The

simple lens images a portion of the beam onto the slit of the
spectrograph.

This image will yield an illuminance E* at the

spectrograph slit which is determined entirely by the focal
research) if will suffice to note that photographic exposures
of spectra regularly require two to twelve -hours.
(J.A.
Jordan, Jr., G.S. Bakken, A.O.L. Barnard, K.E. Kissell,
’’Excitation of Ionic Spectra in Oxygen;” Bulletin of the
American Physical Society. 11, 70.)
19 L. Brown, Private Communication, (1966).
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ratio of the lens and the luminance L of the beam.^

Note

that there is a spread of wavelengths incident at any single
point in the beam because of the Doppler effects <»

The beam

velocity causes a photon emitted from point A at angle
to have an observed wavelength of A > given by

A=
where 7\0

V (1- (i c-os 0S)

21

(i)

is the wavelength which could bave been observed

if the emitting ion were at rest,
and (3

9$

Y= (I"

ft'9'} ^

,

is the ratio of the beam velocity v to the velocity

of light Co

The light from point A is collected over a range

of B , from 4.^0

so that the radiation falling on A"

will have a Doppler wavelength spread of

AAA

- Ao'tfp

(2)

For a typical system this wavelength spread is = 10
Furthermore, the central frequency of the radiation incident
upon the slit will vary from point to point along the slit.
The central ray from point A is at an angle
that from B is at an angle

9

-

and

0 = 0B , so that there will be a

20 Luminance, Flux and Focal Ratio are defined in the
Glossary.
21 .J.H. Smith,
Introduction to Special Relativity.
Benjamin, New York, p„ 90 ”"(1965).
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net shift in wavelength between A* and B* of

=

7\0 T^3 £ dos Bg - c.^5 8A Ji

(3)

Typically this is about the same as the spread in any one
point and for the example previously cited is about 12
The result of these two effects, for a stigmatic spectrograph,
is an illuminance distribution on the image plane

(plate) of

the spectrograph such as that shown in Figure 2.

The points

A" and B" are the images of the points A* and BJ as formed by
the spectrograph optics.
slant

The most obvious feature is the

of the beam by an angle T

from the vertical (t axis).

ItA ts also evident that the total flux is spread over a larger
area by the Doppler effect.

This decreases both resolution

and the illuminance of the line.

Photoelectric scanning is

even more strongly affected unless the slit can be slanted at
the same angle,Y.

Clearly then, a detailed analysis of the

coupling of resolution and illuminance is necessary.

We

therefore proceed by analyzing the effect of Doppler spreading
of the spectral line on the final line profile and illuminance
at the image plane.

Next the relevant properties of the beam

as a source will be discussed.

Finally we will apply the re¬

sults to the analysis of the resolution, photographic illumi¬
nance, and total photoelectric flux given by two simple col¬
limating systems.

Q
LU

or

*Q

I

FIGURE 2

A

8
II

o

Line Shapes
The Doppler-shifted, and Doppler-broadened spectral lines

emitted by the ion beam yield a complex line profile at the
image plane of the spectrograph.

In general this line pro¬

file is dominated by instrumental and Doppler effects; other
broadening mechanisms such as collision broadening and .Stark
broadening can be made negligible.

The problem then is that

of taking the Doppler-broadened spectral line profile and
combining it with the instrumental line profile in order to
obtain the line profile detected on the image plane.

This

profile appears directly on a photographic plate, and is used
to find the photoelectric line shape by carrying out one addi¬
tional calculation.

The aim of this section is to derive

some general relationships between the resolution and illumi¬
nance maxima which can be obtained, given certain Doppler and
instrumental profiles. ■
We make the following definitions concerning the para¬
meters of spectrograph; t is a coefficient which expresses
the effects of transmission losses and detector (plate or
photomultiplier) efficiencies.
b and length

$

.

The slit dimensions are width

M is the internal magnification of the spec¬

trograph slit image seen at the image plane.

E" is the illup

minance at the slit, and is the number of photons/sec-cm
which arrive at the slit.

Plate coordinates will be denoted

by 'S perpendicular to the direction of dispersion and f
coordinate parallel to it, as shown in Figure 2,

If the

the

9
photons illuminating the slit are absolutely monochromatic
the instrumental profile G^C §-§<*_)
of

£

, with

(expressed as a function

the position of the maximum) would describe

the line shape at the plate.

The illuminance at the plate of

(d T by d J )

a small segment of the image

integrated across the

line must equal the total flux falling on an equivalent ele¬
ment of slit, just E5nnjb dj? o

Thus GL is normalized by

(4)

As a result of the beam velocity and different angles of col¬
lection for different photons, the slit illumination is not
monochromatic--rather it may be described by the Doppler pro¬
file

GDC*

imum.

~7\p),

where 7\p

refers to the wavelength of the max¬

This function is most conveniently normalized to unity

by

(5)

The two profiles may now be combined by treating them as
statistical distributions.

GQ (

2

-

Tip

) is then the pro¬

bability that a photon will be emitted with a wavelength 7l .
Similarly,

G^ ( ^

will fall a distance
,

c

)

is the probability that

£ " <£c

it

from the normal position,

of the center of a sharp line of wavelength

.
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Then

7\

and ^ are related by

*/0

where

0

of the

7\

f(^)

=

(6)

refers the function to an arbitrary origin on the

(E.g*,

plate o

+-5.

= 0 if the origin is taken to be the center

= 0 line).

The probability that any photon will

strike any specific point

f

T

on the plate is then found by

multiplying the distributions and integrating r
A

- Np\ GD(?C-5^)
G

J S' - 5c) Jfc

(7)

This probability is, by (4), properly normalized to equal the
illuminance at the point.,

A very useful special case, which

we will call the wide slit approximation, results when the
slit width is assumed to be considerably greater than that
which gives maximum resolution (minimum width for GL).

De¬

noting the position of the edges of the slit on the image
plane by ^

and §

t

, the instrumental line profile assumes

the simple9 rectangular form;

= 1

J So * 5'^

= 0

(8)
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(7)

Then equation

reduces to

Gp (Jc ~ J c-

(7a)

The peak Illuminance is undiminished if the integral in (7a)
equals the integrals in the normalization factors.
cally this holds at the peak,
Doppler width h /I /D
points, /\ a and

(i.e«

J i'ho)

Specifi¬

if Gj^ has a full

effectively zero outside two

b such that

$

b -

7i

a =

A)

which satis¬

fies

A^.

<

-Mb

(9)

The equality represents the condition for optimum resolution
without loss of illuminance.
be Mb/D for

7\

A

The width at half maximum will

/D S Mb, and less

(the exact value depending

on the detailed shape of Gp) for

/D>Mb, although not usu¬

ally less than the width at half maximum of Gp.

This discus¬

sion holds equally true for G^ rectangular and arbitrary G .
Prom the definitions of
can assume the peak value
tangular and

/D

A

Mb.

and N^, it is clear that (7)

G'k only if GT or Gn is rec-

/W

L

-u

Losses due to the failure of these

conditions are not necessarily unacceptably severe, however.
For example assume G^ is given by the gaussian distribution

12

[-/1( § -1 ^))aJ

and G_ by (8).

(10)

The gausslan distribution extends to infinity,

but may be effectively terminated at twice the width at half
maximum?A^3 / & , and retain

9&?o

of the area.

Then (9) gives

the same 96# of the peak 'value for b = ^^g/MD.
b = ^^ g/2MD,

If however

(9) gives about 68# of the- peak value, while

resolution is Improved by a factor of about 2,
It should be noted here that King and Emslie

22

have ap¬

plied a similar but more graphical technique to the problems
of line shape in absorption spectroscopy.
III.

Source Characteristics
We will first show the dependence on direction of emis¬

sion of the number of photons available within a given Dop¬
pler spread A 7v .
Figure 3-

We use the coordinate systems shown in

A rectangular coordinate system (x,y,z) is centered

on the foil and a spherical coordinate system (r,#,$) centered
on an arbitrary point (0,0,z0) in the beam downstream from
the foil.

The number of photons with a given Doppler spread

is a funtion of

9

only, as there is complete ^

symmetry.

There will therefore be an element of solid angle dfi, of
22 G.W. King and A.G. Emslie,
"Spectroscopy From the
Point of View of Communication Theory; Part I. Resolution,"
Journal of the Optical Society of America, 41, 405 (1951)»

FIGURE 3

NJ
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angular width d0 and extending over all

§ ,

(0 < $ S

2TT) ,

which will include all photons emitted with a Doppler-shifted
wavelength in the range 7\

to ^ + d^ .

The angular width 66

can be expressed in terms of the Doppler spread d 7\ by dif¬
ferentiating equation (l)
da
dew

?\oYp Sin Q

Then the solid angle dll becomes

dO.

=

zir sin

e

<iB

=

2JT jdh-

(11)

Now we assume the point in the beam to be isotropically emit¬
ting P photons/sec into 47T steradians, as viewed in the rest
frame of the emitting ions.

Due to the relativistic effects

the emission is not isotropic in the laboratory system.
Noting that

9

transforms according to the relation*^

COS &£ ~~ ft

c«s Sx

(12)

I - (3 Cos

when the subscript i denotes the beam inertial frame and i
denotes the laboratory frame.

Then the solid angles trans¬

form as
d QJL
(12b)
y

\-pc.**

2,3 «J.H. Smith, op., cit. , p.

&i)^

83°
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Flux as a function of

then becomes

F

F ( A) = F

I

JT

dA
(13)

This function peaks in the forward direction (= 0).
ever, values of

How¬

^3 normally encountered in beam/foil spec¬

troscopy are low, so that this effect is negligible.

There¬

fore it will be disregarded in the remainder of this paper.
To a good approximation, the total flux observed within a
Doppler spread A?\ depends only on the fraction of the 2 TT
degrees in the

^

angular coordinate which the collector

sees.
There are two extreme angles of orientation,

9

, shown

in Figure 4 and discussed in detail in Sections IV and V,
which are the most useful for high-energy atomic-beam spec¬
troscopy.

The case most often 'used has the optic axis of

the collimator at

0

=7T/2.

order Doppler correction.
with an acceptance angle

In this case there is no firstHowever, a simple lens collimator
can collect only the fraction

^a/277 of the available flux F(7\) given by (13)«

This con¬

trasts with the second case in which a simple lens is oriented
with its optic axis coincident with the beam axis.
annular ring from
(if

9

9

to

9 + A 6>

Here an

falls completely on the lens

+A<9 < .* and thus the total fraction of the flux

having the Doppler spread defined by F(?\) is collected.
(Note that this also leads to the elimination of the slanted-

FIGURE 4

N
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line signature characteristic of the 9 - 90° case..)

The 9= 0

case therefore appears to have definite advantages, and this
will be confirmed in a more detailed analysis of specific
systems„
The major limiting factor on the use of the 9 = 0 con¬
figuration results from

(2> not being well defined.

This is

because any accelerator yields a spread in the velocities of
the accelerated particles; the effect of that spread can be
seen by differentiating (l)%

4^'

AT
= Vfi
Ao

For a (b-= *05, the accelerators used in our experiments typi¬
cally give a dp/fi on the order of lslO^o

Thus the spread in

the peak wavelength is on the order of 1;10^.

Careful atten¬

tion to detail in operating the accelerator can improve on
this somewhat, but cl (3//3

is also limited to the velocity pro¬

file of the ions emerging from the foil»

(Typically, ions

lose about 1slO^ in velocity in the foil and the spread in
energies is of that same order of magnitude.
the effect is clearly significant.
negligible.

(13) appears

However Rutherford scattering and imperfect beam

optics produce a comparable
beam axis.

For 8 = w/2,,

For 9=0

Thus the

(3

p

spread perpendicular to the

spread is the ultimate limit on

2^ The exact value may be calculated using a relation
dependent on the Z of the foil and of the incident ions, e.g.,
W.Wo Burcham, Nuclear Physics; an.:»Introduction;;,McGraw-Hill,
New York, 177 '(1963)7
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resolution in both cases.
The best approach to including this correction is to
generate a suitable

($ profile or distribution,

(7\~ A’p)

where is the laboratory wavelength corresponding to the
most probable (3 .

It may then be normalized to unity, multi¬

plied by the Doppler profile resulting from the collimating
and integrated to the final Gp ( A - Ap) used earlier.
We have considered a poirit (0,0,zQ) emitting F photon/sec
A more realistic approach is to define a '‘volume luminance”
v
L
, for the ion beam. This luminance is the flux in
photons/sec emitted isotropically per unit volume of the beam
in the transition from the n^1 state to the n’^*1 state.

Neg¬

lecting cascade effects, this volume luminance is a function
of beam current J, the velocity of the beam v, the beam cross
sectional area A, the cross section (per unit beam current)
Cn for excitation from the ground state to the n^*1 state,
and the Einstein A-coefficients for spontaneous emission from
the n^*1 state.

The volume luminance takes the form:

o = c

-PL-Z

/V)

Si]
v

(14)

C^~ v A

A r\ y\'
K) ft

£T

where m is summed over all possible transitions from the n^
state.

This expression assumes that the beam has uniform

density and that the beam is optically thin.

The former
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condition is realistic (indeed it can be produced if it does
not already exist25) and the latter is distressingly valid.
The volume luminance can be replaced by the conventional
(area) illuminance L„_» by integrating the expression for
Lvmi over the beam thickness and multiplying by 1/2 to cor¬
rect for the fact that the beam radiates into 4 TT steradians
rather than the 2 TT
nance,

assumed in the usual definition of lumi¬

For a collimator situated in the yz plane, as defined

by Figure 3> and oriented with the optic axis at an angle
with respect to the beam axis z, Lnn, is given by

The evaluation of this equation requires explicit knowledge
of the beam geometry and the transition under study.
pression simplifies somewhat • for the 8 - 0 and

The ex¬

8 = 'Tr/2. cases

considered in the next sections,
IV,

Analysis of Collecting Systems Perpendicular to the Beam
Axis
Haying examined the general line shape characteristics

of fast ion beam experiments, we turn now to the analysis of
specific systems.

25

We will first look at the simple-lens

S, Bashkin, D, Fink, P„R, Malmberg, A.B. Meinel,
S.G. Tilford, "Collisional Excitation of Atomic Spectra in
Accelerated Beams of Light Elements," Journal of the Optical
Society of America, 56,
(1965)

o

GRATING FIGURE 5
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collecting system diagrammed in Figure 5°

The beam is assumed

to have a rectangular cross section, d wide by h high.

The

simple lens is effectively stopped to a rectangular aperture
by the grating.

We will use small angle approximations which

are consistent with our aim of achieving a small wavelength
spread, and hence a high resolution.

The effective aperture

of the lens then subtends a solid angle approximately
as seen from Figure 5.

p (

p)

by

For small (2 ,

=

1

=

o

•)
?

(16a)

l

/ a-*p/ >

By (:1)

A 7\ = ^ /\„ X/3 S/AI(

)

(16b)

26

Marquet gives a more precise evaluation of GD which may be
used here if greater accuracy is necessary.
Using this Doppler profile in the "wide slit” expression
for the illuminance at the plate,

(l4a), we obtain:

The illuminance at the center of the line is then given by
26 L.O. Marquet,
"Spectral Line Profiles for a Fast
Ion Beam Source," Journal of the Optical Society of America,
(to be published).
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+ Ey>t

A2L
0

<

Mb

(17b)

We will use (17a) since we wish to examine the effects of
A?\ , D, and b on the peak illuminance.
By a theorem of classical optics the illuminance of the
slit due to a spectral line is the product of the source lu¬
minance for that line, Lnn,, and the solid angle subtended by
27
the exit pupil at the image
(for a spectrograph slower than
f/6).

Making the same restriction, this solid angle can be

approximated by the angular dimensions
integration of sin#d#

by

8?^, so that

gives for the illuminance at the

slit;

Using this equation, (15), and (16b) in the expression for
the illuminance at the plate, (17a), we obtains
27 F0A0 Jenkins and H.E. White,■■Fundamentals of Optics,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., NewcYork, 114 (1957T»~
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4.

**1 ~

i

M

A

-Z

z

rp

(19)
Si

AJ

Sk

for the peak illuminance at a point on the plate corresponding
to the point zQ in the beam.

The first term in parentheses

involves only constants related to the spectrograph.

The sec¬

ond term is a function of the beam parameters and the transi¬
tion under study.

The last term is the one of interest.

By

Figure 6, it is equal to fo'/fi' for all values of ^ and

6,&

•

This implies that the Doppler spread may be decreased

(without affecting the peak intensity) by judiciously masking
the lens to reduce
/D

<

but not .

Note that as soon as

b, (17b) obtains and (19) reduces to (l8).

decrease of A/ then results in a decrease of E"

Further

,, but the

line width is not decreased.
The ratio fo'/fi" may be increased by using a shorter
focal length lens of smaller diameter, or by increasing the
distance from the spectrograph to the beam.

This increase

in fo'/fi'“results in a reduced beam image size, which in turn
limits the usable value of fo'/fi" in two ways: First, the
image on the plate must be large enough to be identifiable.
Second, the width of the image of the beam must be larger
than the slit width which gives the minimum instrumental line
profile width.

The first condition makes apparent the need

N

o

FIGURE 6

to avoid internal demagnification in the spectrograph, since
such demagnification reduces the visibility of the image with¬
out yielding a corresponding reduction in the Doppler spread.
Note that an ultimate limit is set by the Rutherford-scattering
induced spread in

(Section III).

The flux seen by a photoelectric detector can now be cal¬
culated by integrating the illuminance at the image plane over
the exit slit.

As noted earlier, the line on the image plane

is slanted, and optimum signal strength and resolution requires
that the slit be slanted at an angle equal to
the line.

r

to follow

We will therefore assume the exit silt to be of

width Mb cos f at an angle '7' to the ^ axis.

The slit there¬

fore has a width of Mb along the f axis and corresponds to
the entrance slit width.

Further, the luminance of the beam

varies, as given in equation (15)-

In this case

'S

duces a variation of Lnn« along the

L

(15) pro¬

direction of

(20)

where M" is the magnification of “the collimator, so that
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where If 00 denotes the position of the center of the slit in
the image plane.

The parameter of interest is the peak flux,

approximately Fp(0).

We may define a collection factor K

/

/
k

-

Jl (22)

£(?'-

EC com

'i(*k &
where E (^) is the peak illuminance of the line, and occurs
at

*

/> (Io)

-

Then

tcMfe 1 Ec Of) Jr

(23)

In the wide slit approximation, (19) and (20) give

p

fp (0) - Jc

^

/V A-/ ^

TE
'o

<2*>

when the slit is adjusted to the optimum resolution illumi¬
nance condition, k = 3/4, and transforming the integral to z,

F

rJe> = !(■&)< ^ *'"-&)
l
/VI
/* M
CJM'

exf(-2 ^
O

(25)
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Using small angle approximations and (l6b)

F*fj.
(0) = 3H IMU*
c J ■ *2l
d

A

(

K

*'J J*'

(25a)

This equation is the photoelectric version of (19)•

Note

that the M dependence is eliminated, as in general D and M
are conjugate quantities.
only by increasing
thickness d.

The flux may therefore be increased

, the acceptance angle, or the beam

The integral may be increased by using small M*

and hence imaging a greater length of beam onto the slit.
This is limited by the requirement that the beam height h be
such that M’h ^ b«

For a fixed beam current this can only

be accomplished by decreasing d, which may result in a net
loss.

The detailed optimization thus depends on limitations

in ion beam optics, chamber window sizes, and allowable exit
slit slant, and need not concern us here.
V.

Collecting Systems Colinear with the Beam Axis.
As we stated in Section III, we may expect gains in the

total flux and perhaps in the illuminance by placing the op¬
tic axis of the simple lens along the beam axis.
ferred from two effects;

The increase in

This was in¬

to 2 71 , and the

small relativistic effect favoring emission in the forward
direction,,

An operational collecting system is shown in

Figure 7a*

The results of equation (13) show that the value

FIGURE 7a

FIGURE 7b
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of the flux F(4/0 IS essentially constant over all

0

.

Thus

the cone of light from one point rg on the optic axis gives
a Doppler profile GD(7V) = 1, for /Nmln £
^ min

;5 s

'

'h S

?^ax> where

^he wavelength cutoff at the Faraday Cup, and

max

is the wavelength corresponding to the largest angle at which
the cone of light falls entirely on the grating.

(The light

falling on the corners of the grating contributes only a
"tail” to the basic line shape and may be masked off without
loss of peak intensity.)

However, the beam is of finite di¬

ameter and length, so that the Doppler profile comes from a
superposition of single points lying off the optic axis, and
the following more complex analysis must be used.
Figure 8 defines the collimator dimensions.

The emitting

point is located a distance rg from the beam axis and a dis¬
tance z from the foil (which corresponds to the distance
fQ - z from the lens).

The angle of emission,

0Q}

of a given

photon is then Tan-"1- (r'/(f0 - z)) where the photon strikes
the lens a distance rf from the axis.

(For simplicity, we

will calculate the Doppler profile as a function of
rg, converting this to a function of
using equation (l))«

The r

s

0S

and

and rg when necessary,

dependence results naturally

from the derivation and implies that the Doppler profile at
the slit is a function of position within the image at the
slit.

The cylindrical symmetry of the apparatus permits the

use of the special coordinate system shown in Figure 8b.
To calculate G^ ( 0s>rs) we may apply equation (l8) to

FIGURE 8a

FIGURE 8b
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find the illuminance at the point on the slit corresponding
to rs as a function of #g.

Proceeding in this fashion

leaves GD( £s,rg) normalized to equal E *nn, (

0 s ,rs)

slit illuminance as a function of wavelength.

the

Thus we may

write immediately

1
(26)

when E^fis the total entrance slit illuminance.

Now if we

consider figure 8b, we see that this calculation requires
that we consider separately three regions.

This is a result

of the presence of emitting ions a distance r
tic axis, i.e. finite beam size.

s

from the op-

As a result of being off

axis, the differential elements of solid angle / d 51 =
corresponding to a particular Doppler shift ( "ft5

-ft

sin#d#
]?

) from

the central wavelength, may be partially obscured by the
Faraday Cup and chamber window.

0^

Then

depending on rg and

We first consider region B.
value of 2 7r here.

we obtain;

assumes a value

0

g.

can always assume a

If we note from Figure 7 that

26

f

6

for a given r„ and
are
where the limits z max and z „.
ulJLli C) O
mm
given by figure 9°

L[(t-

fY)AX

0

The notation

L(A,BJ

(28)

), $

implies that the lesser of A and B is to

be used, while

G[A,B]

is to be used.

^om^n

implies that the greater of A and B
an

arbitrary cutoff point dictated

largely by depth of field and convenience.

(This cutoff elim¬

inates a long wavelength tail that is generated on
by ions emitting to the lens at large
thest from the foil.

B

("A )

„ from points far-

Because of the distance, the beam has

largely decayed, and the image on the slit is out of focus,
so that the amplitude of the contribution is small.

It

therefore expedites computation to cut off the computation
a distance of 2 or 3 lifetimes downstream, i.e.,T0"x,

— 2-/, ——

FIGURE 9
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In regions A and C, as noted, is restricted to values
less than 2Fby the chamber window.

A straightforward appli¬

cation of the cosine law to the triangles r1, rs, r and
r8, rs, R gives 2

Coi

$a(C) = X Co-J

r’

+•

rs*~-

(-fp-?)

d%

tfo-zf-ttib - R"~rs
& r r-$

A

h or

(L

(29)

Prom equation 27 and again taking the limits from figure 9,
we obtains

L«»» X) (A)

Gje.Ki)

A

Ss

,0}
(30)

Gt(9,rs)

L„„> &,<c>
*c(h-

({0 -~z) -b* » &s

°3
-#V1
ttfi

(31)

Now the total Doppler profile characteristic of the apparatus
is found by summing the contributions from the three regions
of the lens.

Since Lnna is a function of z, it is clear that

Gp must be evaluated numerically.

We have made several such

numerical calculations; representative results for Gp for
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various apparatus dimensions are shown in Figure 10.

Clear¬

ly, a resolution of 1;10^ is attainable with apparatus of
moderate dimensions.

This resolution, however, does not in¬

clude the effects of the velocity spread in the ion beam,
discussed in Section III.

In that discussion it was noted

that p was defined to one part in 10^ and thus ^ was de¬
fined to one part in 10^ (p>~ .05).

Thus the |3 definition,

rather than the optical system, sets the resolution limit
to about one part in 10^ to a few parts in 10^ (depending on
factors such as foil thickness and ion mass).

Following the

procedure outlined, we define ^ - /Ip) as the
profile due to spread in p> .

wavelength

After normalizing to unity we

may combine it with (27), (30), and (31) to give the Doppler
profile resulting from all effects, Gp( ^ - 9^f)

y

0>D W'-Plpy rs)

GA

r?

G>1* ( 3 y Vk) fGC (A -7f, % )J Gp (fa )
where Np

normalizes G^

[GA + Gg +

GQ^J

to unity.

rj) +

(32 )

to unity , and l/E^,normalizes
From Figure 10 and the associated

resolution we see that the collimator may easily be adjusted
to give a rectangular profile such as equation (l6a) earlier
by designing a system with a rectangular profile GD> G

.

LENGTH ■ 4.4m
DIAMETER - 4 cm
BEAM DEFLECTED

LENGTH = I m
DIAMETER * 4cm
FC.DIAM ETER* 2 cm
FIGURE 10
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Then

GD

lr
5 j)

z

(33)

Gp ft'-a) */*
7

and the same optimization arguments’hold, namely the colli¬
mator dimensions should he adjusted to give a rectangular
profile with a width equal to the full width of the G^ pro¬
file .
The calculation of the final line shapes proceeds as in
Section I, using (7) or (7a).

The optimum case is that for

which GL and the collimator profile are rectangular with
-Q

~

ATlp ~

•

The exact value for less idealized pro¬

files requires a complete calculation, but is approximately
equal to the full width of Gp .

The illuminance profile fol¬

lows by multiplying the result of (7) by
malization equation,

(26),'indicates.

E

'nn«

as

the

nor¬

The total photoelec¬

tric flux follows by solving (21) numerically for the given
E'nn!( £-];
appropriately.

profile, weighting the rg contributions
This is best left for the consideration of

specific systems, and will not by discussed here.

It is more

useful here to compare the peak illuminance and total photo¬
electric flux available with this collimating system to that
available in the configurations.

To do this we will

make the wide slit approximation and assume the A2 of the
collimator to be much greater that G ^ and thus give an
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approximately rectangular Gp.
to obtain (for

£C

~b

II

Then we may apply equation (17b)

/D = Mb);
f6-

w/'fJ

c { exp (-2
o

S'N <?*) (3*0
where7T/4 corrects the solid angle subtended by.the grating
for the masking of the corners discussed earlier.

Also the

use of some form of beam deflection (Figure 7b) has been as¬
sumed to eliminate the central Faraday Cup.

If this is not

done, an additional factor must be included to correct for
the area of the lens blocked by the Faraday Cup.
of Ec^

The ratio

to ECj^ , (equation (19) with AA/D = Mb) is then

Mp*) j*.
£*ZL

Pc_L

7T
'•i

(35)

J e*

where zm;jn is a reference point, most convenientlychosen such
that zmj[n > h to ensure a measurable image size.
value for the gain depends on ^

, d, and zm^n.

The exact
It can

be less than unity in some cases of large ^/cJl^and d, or of
small f.

•’mm

Generally, however, it will be on the order
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of 10.

(E. g., for the 4686 A line of He II, at 1 MeV, with
an

a fQ - fomin distance of 5 cm,
(35) yields a gain of 12.4.)

d h = d = 0.3 cm, equation

The lines formed in the end-on

configuration are larger than those formed in the side-on case

)J^r

so that the gain in signal to noise, (Ns -

(where

Ns is the mean signal illuminance, Nj-, the mean background
illuminance, and A the image area

) is even greater, typi¬

cally another factor of 5 when good resolution is achieved.
The total photoelectric flux fellows from (34) by inte¬
grating over the slit.

In this approximation the integral

is evaluated by multiplying the image weight MM’h by the slit
width b, and the. k for this approximation, k = 3/4.

If-

l

( $«

f

57/7

^ ~

4: )*?"

!/
^

M

fa

Jz'

exp(-2

(36)

Equation 1 may be used to express this in terms of

f

_

'PH ~

X IA2L \f $

f ( PM )

JL /
H

L

c 05 (i
( '

-

A?
-

)]

, fa

cJ

Ly
■t*r (~Z
r*

Ay* n

(37)

28 J.C. Marchant, "Exposure Criteria for the Photographic
Detection of Threshold Signals," Journal of the Optical Soof America, 54, 798 (1964).
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where small angle approximations have been used and f0 - f0tnin
has been assumed approximately equal to the length of the
beam available in the

& =7^/2. case.

Prom equation (25a)

we then have as the relative gain

fp II
(38)

This function is plotted in Figure 11, and gives particularly
large gains in the region of Ah /?{

less than 10“3.

The ap¬

proximations used in the derivations of (38) naturally begin
to break down in the region of Ah//\ ^ 1 slo\ as one approaches
the width of Gp .

As noted before in Section I, these ef¬

fects are not serious and will probably not cause a loss of
more than 50$ in the values given in Figure 11.
VI.

Experimental Verification of Conclusion
It is desirable to verify the conclusion of the pre-

ceeding discussion and equation (37)»

Accordingly the exper¬

iment diagrammed in Figure 12 was set up on the beam tube of
the Rice University 5.5 Mv Van de Graaff accelerator.

The

accelerator provided approximately 0.3y-»A of He+ at 1 MeV
into the target chamber.

The beam diameter was approximately

4 mm at the point of observation.
4686 K was selected for study.
commercial carbon foil

The He II transition at

Excitation was provided by a

29
o
with an area density of 10 y^gm/cm .

o:
LU UJ
<r K
3
f- LL.

FIGURE 12

LENS

H
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The

9=0

configuration was set up using the Rice Uni¬

versity Jarrell-Ash 1 meter Czerney-Turner spectrograph.

The

collimating lens and Faraday Cup were set up to give a mag¬
nification of M" = 5 and a Faraday Cup correction factor of

0.85.

The

line

shape is shown in the inset to Figrue 12, and

is approximately rectangular with

A'A

= 1 A.

The blaze effi¬

ciency was listed by the manufacturer as 81$ at 10,000
first order or 5,000

A

second order.

A

This is quite close to

the line used

(4686 A

may be used.

The spectrograph slits were set at

He II Doppler shifted to 4580

0.4

A)

and

mm.

An

E.M.I. type 6256 photomultiplier was an S-ll photocathode was
used as the detector.

Because of the small diameter (l cm)

of the photosensitive surface, only 0.39 of the total exit
slit flux could be detected.

If the photomultiplier was not

exactly aligned in the housing (probably true) this factor
could be decreased to 0.2 or less.
The Q =

configuration was simulated by using the same

photomultiplier with a Baird Atomic interference filter with
the bandpass centered on the 4686 A He II line and a peak
transmittance of 50$.

An aperture was designed to correspond

to a collimating system with M* =1 and A'h
rectangular profile.

= 1 A, with a

As no slit was employed, the observed

photoelectric flux of the line was 4 mm/0.4 mm times that
29 Yissum Research and Development Co., Hebrew Univer¬
sity, Jerusalem, Israel.
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actually available to the spectrograph.

Further, the length

of beam visible was about twice that visible in the <^=^case.
Measurements of the total flux were made using the
EMI type

6256 photomultiplier for both cases.

same

The raw photo¬

multiplier currents were;
3 x 10

-8

Amp0,

6 = 0

(real spectrograph)

5 x 10-^ Amp., $ =17/2

(uncorre'cted simple aperture)

Applying the correction factors,
(raw current) '
(spectrograph eff.)(slit fraction)

PII
F

F

3 x 10 •8

Pit
Pi

= 9«5 x 10 ® Amp

(0.81)(0.39)

=

(raw current)(slit factor)(beam
length factor)
:
—
(filter eff.)
'

= 5 x 10-9

0? *

F.
Pi

(0T51

Amp.

Then the experimental ratio is

=

F.

*JL

9.5 x 10~8

.

=

l9

5 x 10"9

The theoretical value is, from equation (38) and including
the factor for the Faraday Cup,

P»
_
F
Pi-

cos"1 0.99
0.01

W tan
4

_

-ih

The discrepancy, although large, is well within the experi¬
mental errors of the rather crude procedures used.
of 19, is impressive

The gain,

and confirms the qualitative and

(to a

lesser extent) quantitative predictions of equation;(38).
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We also made a photographic exposure to test the pre¬
dicted illuminance gains.
tained.

No quantitative results were ob¬

It was our feeling, however, that the gains were

qualitatively the same as equation (35) when compared with
earlier plates taken with another spectrograph (A Meinel spec¬
trograph^ manufactured by Astro mechanics, with a f/29 col¬
limator and f/2 effective speed).

The most striking advan¬

tage was that the size of the image was increased from a
microscopic 0.5 mm to a full 2 cm, easily detectable at a
glance even though the line was less dense.
VII.

Summary
We have shown that the effectiveness of the high-energy

atomic-beam technique in spectroscopy can be enhanced by using
an optical collecting system colinear with the beam.

We have

found that for typical atomic transitions, ;there can be a gain
in illuminance at a photographic plate on the order of 10 over
the perpendicular optic axis case, and maintaining the same
resolution.

There is also a simultaneous increase in the

image size.

Furthermore, photoelectric gains of 10-50 are
li

possible for resolutions of 1;10 .

The limit on resolution

in high energy atomic beam experiments is not imposed by the
optical collecting systems, but rather by the energy spread
in the excitation foil.

This resolution limit is on the order

of lslO^, using current foil technology.
30 The Meinel was loaned to Rice by the U.S. Air Force
Aerospace Research Laboratory,Wright-Patterson A.F.B., Ohio.
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Appendix A;
The "Axleon"
Another rather ingenious device to collect light from a
fast moving beam has been proposed by Bickel.

^1

The device,

Which he calls an "axicon" is shown in Figure 13a.

The rays

of light emitted perpendicular to the axis of the conical
mirror are reflected parallel to the axis.

The lens then

focuses these rays at the primary focal point.

As may easily

be shown by the usual constructions for image size

32

, a ray

deviating from parallel to the lens axis by and angle
fall at a radial distance p

£>

will

from the focal point given by

(39)
when f^ is the focal length of the lens.
are properly

aligned on the same axis the radial distance

will correspond to the angle of emission
where

If the elements

£

of a photon,

c§ is the angle between the perpendicular from the op¬

tic axis to the point on the conical mirror which reflected
the photon, and the path taken by the photon itself.
diagramed in Figure 13a*

Let it be emphasized that no attempt

is being made to form an image in the usual sense,
the light pattern at the focus is a function of
only.

This is

&

so'that
and f*

Which ray goes where is made irrelevant by the cylin¬

drical symmetry of the system.
*

31 W.S. Bickel, "The Spectroscopic Properties of the
Ionic-Beam Source," unpublished (Dec. 1966).
32 E.g. Figure 44 of F.A. Jenkins and H.E. White,
op. cit. p. 56.

FIGURE 13 b
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Naturally, by equation (l), the angle of emission cor¬
responds to a Doppler shift of wavelength of the photon as
given by (l), with TT/a. +S - B , provided that the photon is
emitted in the plane defined by the optic axis and the.per¬
pendicular to this point of reflection.

Consideration of

Figure 13b will show that points in the beam outside this
plane may also have a deviation from the central ray of & ,
and hence fall a distance p

from the focus, with a Doppler

shift corresponding to some 0 < $< , as given by
equation (l).
Thus the light flux falling a distance

(=

from the fo¬

cus has a Doppler profile, rather than a well defined shift,
as a result of the finite beam diameter even if the beam axis
falls exactly on the optic axis.

This profile may be found

by integrating Lv

„ over the segment of a conical shell formed
nn»
by the intersection of the beam with the conical shell of an¬
gle

£ about the perpendicular to the beam axis at the point

of reflection.

This unnormalized profile may be calculated

for any representative cone, again by the cylindrical symmetry
of the system and the form of Lv

,.

As this calculation is

not needed here, it will be omitted.
The parameter of immediate interest is the illuminance
of the image plane at f as a function of p , and therefore
as a function of the full Doppler width.

To compute this we

will calculate the total flux emitted within a deviation an¬
gle

as a function Consider Figure 13b again.

All the
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flux falling on the generatrix of the axicon through the point
of reflection indicated (A) with
shaded area of the beam.

S<S‘ originates

in the

By cylindrical symmetry the shape

of this volume does not alter as the point A is rotated around
the axicon.

Then there are two ways to calculate the flux

collected with & S £ .

The first is to note that each point

in the region rs < qrfe may emit into a solid angle

AQ = XT\

(40)

or _ c
Then note that each point in the region rs > qr^ is restricted
to some solid angle

s

' determined by the total

angle through which the point A may be totated while the point
remains in the shaded region of Figure 14,

The second, and

simpler, approach is to note that the shape of the shaded area
does not change as A is rotated through 2 ~fr.

Therefore the

fraction of the beam contributin to the flux is a constant
for all positions of A.

We may therefore assume an effective

volume Vef of beam emitting as in (40);

=

t

f

J

J’I

(41)

(when £ and r^ are small enough that the sides of the shaded
region are effectively parallel.)

Multiplying (4l) by ^Vnnj(z)

and the faction collected, AS1/4F =■

, and letting

R tan £>* = qrfe, 0 < q i 1 to allow the results to'be expressed
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in a generalized form, we have F1 nn

nr>*

= *

K

(42)
:

/rs/

v
where (14) has been used for P nn1
In any real case we will be accepting a fixed q with the
spectrograph.

This requires a constant R for a given £>*,

which is not true as soon as z is varied, as from Figure 13a,

when Rmj_n

R = R mm
. + (z
'- z)
o'
is the radius of the axicon at zQ.

A 20$ variation

in R corresponds to 20$ of the area of a narrow slit having a
Doppler profile wider than 2 Y/^c/.

Choosing this as an ar¬

bitrary cutoff point, we have a condition on the limits in the
integral;

_
z
- z . = 0.2R
max
mm

Where R is. the average value of the radius of the axicon.
we take the obvious choice of zm^n = 0
max

0 «2R

(43)

The illuminance of the image is just
E nn

A

dP1
dA

dF* d£L
dq dA

Now from (39). the area of the image, A, is

(44)

If

Noting that

and R are related by the focal ratio of the

spectrograph, f/ = f.,/2R

A = 4tfq2rb2(f/)2
dA

8?jrqrv2Cf/)2

(45)

dq =
Differentiating (42),

JFn'.'
d

.
~

,
"

n? [ a* (»-**)'*+

f]

*)A cw)
T? k-v. , >J

Then by (44), (45), and (46)

Eft*'

=

t+TT

(j/)^K

C3 (

^^^-^3'”]

The q term (first term in brackets) is plotted in Figure 14a.
The profile actually continues out beyond the limits of K = 1,
but this region is of no interest.
The illuminance E may be increased by using a smaller
axicon (i.e. by increasing r^/R).

The Doppler spread in in¬

creased however, requiring the use of very small q, and hence

q

FIGURE 14 a
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very small image size, to attain the illuminance and resolu¬
tion gains.

By equations (l) and (39)? and the definitions

preceeding (42)

<=yy*b
K
=

fc

^

- aW) *•>

combining,
»_

p'
(•f/)

y /*

(48)

4*

This establishes the minimum "axleon" radius for a given length
of slit

Q1

and total Doppler spread

A

.

Then assuming the

peak value of 4 for the q expression
>r

-' _
-

Kb

yrff/J r’ AoY ft

[^xp(-2 Z)W2]

Assuming wide slits and the optimum resolution condition
b =

AA

/MD, we have by (l?b)

n w-t
IT ({/) p'aa Y/3 M

6

e*f ('Z

Am>

)

J

/NJ

(49)

This may be compared to the case with the lens at

9 =

0 by

taking the ratio of (49) and (34), assuming the limits given
by (43) and

(48);
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^ ^*1/
I e>r('I *f^«y
m
I

L

'6

(50)

-3

Assuming an f/10 spectrograph, r^ = 3 mm, M/Wp = io
nf
( =

,

0.3 mm and the integrals to be equal,
E **

—^llA
E'

= (0.8) (10) (2 x io~3)(io) = 0.16

nn

So that the ratio is less than 1 for reasonable Aft /ft .

Also,

the area of the image formed by the lens at 0 = 0 is larger,
so that the signal to noise formula given in the discussion
following (34) favors the lens.

Also, the limits on the

integrals are not really comparable as fD - fmj_n can be
made much larger than the zmax used in (50).

This can favor

the lens by a considerable factor which depends on the lifei
time to velocity ratio,
, of the line.
The total
m
photoelectric flux available is found by integrating (47)
over the entrance slit.

Prom the formulas preceding (48)

the usable length of slit is

-L =

Aft
K/14^
\

-\

Y(b )

(51)
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p O

p

noting that M q

p

= f

+ y

, when

£

and ^

are measured rel¬

ative to the point on the image plane corresponding to the fo¬
cal point on the lens,

(^ ) and

/)0

,

( J).

Then,

r

]rk>

dJ [3(1- +- ShJOrl
/vi

L

L

^ J

*A.

% --JJM\
(52)

For purposes of comparison this may be evaluated by assuming
the q terms to equal its peak value,

4,

so that the integral

is evaluated by multiplying (47) by the slit area and the col¬
lection factor Kt
^ W? <KY

kb
-£■/

£./
IF

AT,

f*>r£-Z

' 2~-"Ao Y

/

assuming b = <471/DM,

p

_

k-trb_

PA ~ tr($)

^AA\( Al

'fto Y/3 / \

\

/

!— , 'g-rvx'Vir

c j ex/. [-2, (53)
2'1'vj / Nl

Nov/ (37) may have the tan jAos--'- (^7.//jaT/3 )J term expanded
by series, and to first order it becomes /

A'?' \

( ?. Y/% J
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Then assuming K = 3/4 for the axicon and nothing f/ =

-f'f*
[ |e e*tl%,**r*)**\
» *f

- JL A.

( 9- AT. V

U

FtPA

/

v

L^'’ 41 45a*)-'«l

/ T^VYi/m

with the integrals equal

Frit

FfA

J_

<L t7

<i rb

^oXp>

T

(54)

In general d = r^ so we may set this factor equal to 1.
Figure 14b plots some curves of F_p /F
as a function of A'A
PA
and p for d = r.„■
These curves assume that the limits on
the integrals are the same, which requires that a rather large
Art
0.2 cm -1
axicon be constructed. For 1 MeV He II with ^
for the 4686 K line, approximately 10 cm of beam should be
imaged to gather most of the available light (10 cm corresponds
to two lifetimes, which includes 86.5$ of the total emission.,)
This may easily be done with a lens in the 1)

= 0 configura¬

tion with an apparatus two or three meters long and = 15 cm
diameter.

An axicon with equivalent performance must be

10 cm/ 0.2 = 50 cm in radius

(1 meter diameter), a rather un¬

wieldy and expensive device, which still does not yield either
more photoelectric flux or illuminanace than a simple lens in
the

Q = 0 configuration.
The Axicon possesses the advantage of being able to look

at a very short length of beam, necessary for lifetime

45
measurements by the time-of-flight technique.

This advantage,

namely the application to lifetime work, is very important.
Here resolution is much less important, with 1:10
frequently acceptable

(50 ^ in the visible).

2

or less

By the argument

in Section III, a moderate sized "axicon" provides a total
flux gain of

Q&/2 7T, which will usually be greater than 6.5

(f/l collimator at
mator at

& - 7T/2), more reasonable 30 (f/5 colli¬

$ - 7T/2)o

This gain is fully untilized when in¬

terference filters are employed to isolate the line.

This is

particularly valuable in cases such as the 6560 % (n = 6 to
n = 4) line in He II studied by Jordan et_ al^~| where the tran¬
sition is very weak.

33 J.A

Jordan, Jr., G.S. Bakken, and R.E. Yager, op. cit.
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Appendix B
The Vacuum Ultraviolet
The systems discussed in the preceding sections have been
implicitly confined to the region of $ > 2000 § by the use of
lenses (although LiF optics will extend this to about
1250 )?).

Reflection optics are necessary below this, and

grazing incidence reflection optics below 400 or 500
For the

$ = 0 and

$ =*V2 cases, spherical or para¬

bolic mirrors may be used in any of the usual configurations,
such as off axis incidence and reflection

in the region of

15° (Herschel), Cassegrain, or Newtonian.

This is the most

generally applicable approach as the entire spectrum from the
far infrared to 500 A is accessible by interchanging mirrors
of identical focal length with different coatings appropriate
to the wavelength regions to be studied.
O

O

For the region of 10 k<A< 500 A various grazing incidence collimators may be employed.

The most efficient are

nested assemblies such as those proposed by Kantor

or the

nested elliptical assemblies shown in Figure 15, where they
are applied to the

B

=0. case.

The "axicon" may be used as a reflection instrument if
the design proposed by Bickel (Figure 13a) is modified by
34 J. Hennes and L. Dunkelman, ’’Ultraviolet Technology,"
The Middle Ultraviolet; Its Science and Technology,
(A.E.S.
Green, Ed.) John Wiley and Sons, New York, p. 333, (1966).
35 F«W. Kantor, "Two Simple Large-Area X-Ray Gathering
Systems," Bulletin of the American Physical Society, 11, 388

(1966).

FIGURE 15
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combining the function of the conical mirror and the lens.
This may be done by using the surface of revolution shown in
Figure 16.

The diagram on the left half of the parabola shows

the well known property of a parabola;

the reflection

rays parallel to the axis onto the focus.

of all

Notice that these

rays are also perpendicualr to the latus rectum (l.r.).

There

fore if a surface is formed by revolving the parabola about
the latus rectum, it will have the property of reflection all
rays of light emitted perpendicular to the l.r. onto the focus
Rays emitted at an angle

&

will fall a distance

from the focus, approximately as

given in (39)•
earlier.

^

(as defined in Figure 13 earlier)

The characteristics are the same as discussed

The length of beam utilized is subject to the same

0.2 ^ restriciton.

The actual segment of the surface of re¬

solution to be utilized is found by taking the segment from
the intercept of the parabola with a line from the focus at
an angle

<3^ ((^equal to the acceptance angle of the spec¬

trograph) to the l.r., to a point 0.2 R further from the focus
(as measured along the l.r.).
^

= 500

%

This system fails at about

as grazing incidence reflections become necessary.

This pure reflection "axicon“will be expecially useful in
the regions of ^ below 2400 A, where narrow band interference
filters are not readily available^ and monochromaters must
be used.

36

The attendant losses due to small slit openings and
J. Hennes and L. Dunkelman, op. cit. , 338-

FIGURE 16
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other losses make the gains of = 30 available with an 'axicon''
(Appendix A) particularly attractive..
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Appendix C
Glossary of Terms

Flux

As used in this paper, flux will be the number of pho¬

tons per unit time passing through some area under consider¬
ation, such as the entrance slit of a spectrograph of spec¬
trometer,.

This differs from the usual usage where flux is

the energy per unit time passing through the area.

The modi¬

fied definition is used here for the following reasons.

First,

the energy is related to the wavelength, which varies with the
angle of emission when a high velocity beam is used as a source.
This variation complicates the formulas derived in this paper
and obscures the fundamental relationships.

Second, most

detectors (especially photomultipliers) respond to quanta
rather than total energy.

(Albeit with a quantum efficiency

which depends on energy, but not usually in a simple way.)
This is particularly applicable here as photon counting is a
frequently used technique in low-signal experiments such as
these.

The results may be readily converted by multiplying

equation (14) by hc/^Y/^ (l - cos /) ) and carrying out the re¬
mainder of the calculations.

Luminance

is the light flux emitted per unit area of source

into the 2 7T steradians, assuming the source to be isotropic.
Isotropic emission is a good approximation for a radiation
ion beam (see equation (13))*
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Illuminance

Line Profile

is the incident light flux per unit area of image.

is the flux or illuminance as a function of

some parameter such as wavelength or plate coordinate.

It

may equivalently be regarded as the probability distribution
for a photon to have a given wavelength or fall on a given
plate coordinate„
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